REMARKS ON 2-INNER PRODUCTS
(1) (a,biro) = r 2 (a,blc) for every real ΐ.
Theorem

1.
For arbitrary points a, b, c, d e L, Conversely, for every 2-norm ||.,.|| on L with property (9), (β) defines a 2-inner product on L for which (7) is true.
i9) is the ¿-dimensional analogue of the parallelogram law.
In what follows, every 2-innei* produot space (I,(.,.|.)) will be considered to be a 2-normed space with the 2-norm given by (7). Thus the theorem is proved· (10) is the 2-dioensional analogue of the Cauchy-Bunjakowski inequality. Theorem 6. Por e1,...,eQe L and a = XU a i e i» η η
where means that the summation ia taken only with respect to different indices. («hloh le a generalization of (9)). (6) enables ue to give a modification of the representan tion of the expression £ « > occuring in (11). Corollary 2.
+ (a j 3' 1 -a 1 r 3 )(/9 i r k ->9 k y 1 ))T(e it e ; j f e kf e 1 ) + + ((α^-α^ιΚ/^^-Α^) • + (a k j 1 -o 1 y k )(y3 i y 3 -^2r i ))T(e it e k ,e á ,e 1 ) . (11) by a specialization and a limit process. It is the aim of the following considerations to receive a generalization of the representation formula (14). Such a generalization is given by equation (18).
•j " For this, let L be again an arbitrary linear space of dimension greater than one and let (.,.|.) be an arbitrary 2-inner product on L. A non-empty subset S of L is called·^ orthogonal (with respect to (.,.!.)) if 1. for each ee S, there is an f e S such that ||e,f|| / O and 2. for distinct points e,f,ge S, (e,f|g) = 0. By Theorem 1 of [2] the elements of S are linearly independent from which follows that ||e,f|| i 0 for arbitrary distinct points etfe S. If ||e,f|| = 1 for arbitrary distinct points e,fe S then the orthogonal set S is called orthonormal (with respect to (.,.| .)). The set of all orthogonal or of all orthonormal subsets of L (with respect to the given 2-inner product) is denoted by & or 0"K , respectively. By Zorn's lemma for'each S e & {&<%) there is a maximal set in Ο (&π) containing S. Every 2-inner product space has a natural topology defined by its 2-norm ( [2] , [5] ). This topology on L is locally convex and separated and is given by the set {iMI^« be l} of all semi-norms ||.|| b on L defined by llall^ = l|a,b||. A 2-inner product space will always be considered to be a topological space equipped with this topology. From [5] · Section 14 and Theorem 25, we know that the natural topology of a simple 2-inner product epace v;ith generating inner product (.,.) agrees with the topology given by the norm associated to (.,.).
For Se&, let L(S) denote the linear subspace of L which is generated by S and let L(S) be the closure of L(S). Proof.
Let (a^j, (b^J^j and <ok)keK be nets consisting of elements of L(S) and aoverging to a, b or c. where the order of the limits may be changed arbitrarily·: from (11) and (16) 
is the sum of all expressions of the type
where the following holdst [2] , Theorem 5). This is the 2-dimensional analog of the Ρarseval*β identity. which was to be provea.
